
BTCA Top Boston Terrier of the Year 2009 
 
The evening many of us had anticipated and worked so hard towards had finally arrived.  Exhibitors 
and spectators dressed in their finest flowed though the doors of the Ballroom making their way to the 
delicious goodies and cash bar.  The excitement was difficult to contain as everyone was wowed by 
the grandeur of the ring and trophy table.  The air was alive with whispers .Everyone was speculating 
on the evening’s outcome. 
 
Our master of ceremony Dane LeJoye entered the ring and announced that it was time for the 
selection of the judges.  President Ola Jeanne McCollough was invited into center ring to draw names 
from a crystal container.  First selected was Mr. Mike Staley, he was going to represent the Multiple 
Breed Judges category.  Based on the crowd’s applause, he was a popular pick.  Next up Ms Joyce 
Fletcher, representing the Breeder Judge’s category.  The crowd made their approval known again.  
Ola Jean’s hand went into the jar to choose for the Breeder category and pulled out Ms Linda 
Alexander’s name.  Judging from the crowd’s reaction three for three so far had met the crowd’s 
expectations. One more category to fill and that was for the Handler category and Ms Carol Enright 
was selected to round out the panel….  Another popular choice and the event was ready to begin. 
 
Catalogs featuring a biography of each dog and musical choice were available after judges had been 
chosen. Chairman Ken Roux met with the judges to go over ring procedure and judging rules and to 
answer any questions the judges had. 
 
The lights went down and the spotlight came up.  As the first musical selection began the first qualifier 
was brought into the ring.  They gaited their way around the ring with the spotlight high-lighting their 
way. Each dog was given their individual 5 minutes to shine.  Once completing the go-around the 
handler stacked the dog on the table in the center of the ring and the four prestigious judges had 
opportunity to examine it.  The judges made their way, in sets of two, to opposite ends of the ring to 
watch the dog and handler go up and back twice, giving each set of judges the chance to evaluate 
their movement coming and going. The dog then exited the ring, receiving a BTCA bronze engraved 
Qualifier medallion and Eukanuba towel on their way out.  Mr. Staley, Ms Fletcher, Ms Alexander, and 
Ms Enright each marked ballots based on the 100 point scale of the AKC standard. Ring steward 
Elizabeth Whelan collected the ballots to be added up by committee members Mary Miller and Kelly 
Estes.  This process was repeated 17 more times as each of the entered Qualifiers glowed in the 
Spotlight with musical selections perfectly orchestrated by Jason Shuckhart.   
 
As scores were being tabulated Master of Ceremony Dane invited the Judging panel back into the 
center of the ring to be thanked and presented with thank you gifts.   
 
A hush fell over the room as Chairman Ken Roux entered the ring to announce of the first BTCA Top 
Boston Terrier of the Year.  Cheers and Applause rang out with the reading of Number 9. 
 
Handler and dog Number 9 came back into the ring and took one more trip around. They were then 
presented with a shadowbox framed 26 inch magenta and teal rosette and a check for $450, half of 
the entry fees for the event. 
 
One dog walked away with the honor of BTCA Top Boston Terrier of the Year but in my eyes they 
were All Winners.  They had to be a winner to even compete in this wonderful event and deserved 
their individual moment of recognition. I look forward to seeing next year’s qualifiers. 
 



 
2009 Boston Terrier of the Year Winner 
 
BISS CH Keynote’s Knockout Kid, “Rocky” 
Owner: Gwenn Weyandt, Janet Harner, Connie McCord & Venita Prater 
Breeder: Ellen Kennedy and Maryann Gallagher 
Sire: CH Keynote’s A Kid Again 
Dam: CH Bertilla’s Keynote Rosebud 
 

 


